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NOUN CLAUSES IN THE
GREEK NEW TESTAMENT:
A STATISTICAL STUDY
JAMES

L.

BOYER

This second in a series of studies dealing with subordinate clauses
in the Greek NT will look at noun clauses which are introduced by
conjunctions. They will be classified as to the function they fill in
the sentence and statistical counts will be given for each group. The
structure of the noun clauses will be explored, summarizing the
conjunctions used and the moods employed with each. Alternative
forms of noun clauses will be examined.
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INTROD UC TION

S

UBORDINATE clauses in the Greek NT structurally are of two main
groups, those introduced by relative words and those introduced
by conjunctions. We have previously looked at the relative c1auses l
and found that 473 or 28 % of them functioned as noun clauses. In
this article we begin our study of clauses introduced by subordinating
conjunctions. Of these , 1220 function as noun clauses, the largest
category of all the subordinate clauses.
Several designations are used for this type of clause. Simplest is
the term "Noun Clause", the one that will be used in this paper. It
indicates a clause which functions in the sentence as a noun, and can
be used almost anywhere a noun can; usually as' subject or object of
the verb. Other designations are "Nominal" or "Substantival", with
no distinction in meaning.
CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO NOUN FUNCTION

This classification of noun clauses is based on what functional
part of the sentence is filled by the clause. Noun clauses are used in
ISee my article, "Relative Clauses in the Greek New Testament: A Statistical
Study" GTJ 9 (1988) 233-56.
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three primary ways; they are either subject, or object, or epexegetic,
with sub-classifications based on the structure of each. It should be
noted that in this matter they conform to a pattern similar to that
found in the use of the verbal noun-substitute, the infinitive. 2

Noun Clause as Subject of Sentence
In these sentences the clausal subject always stands after the verb
in Greek, as it usually does also in English, except that there is in
Greek no equivalent to the English "it" which stands before as a sign
of the delayed subject. This English structure is a most natural one to
translate these Greek sentences. Example: I Cor 4:3 1:f.101 88 El~
I:AUXHHOV I:anv, tva u<p' u~&v uvaKp18&, "But to me it is a very
small thing that I should be examined by you."
Subject of Copulative Verb,

Et~i

A relatively small number of these are found. Sometimes the
verb is expressed (6 examples), more commonly it is left to be
supplied (14 times). In two instances' the clause seems to function as
subjective complement rather than subject, but it is difficult to tell
which is which.
Few as they are, a couple patterns appear. In seven instances 4 the
sentence opens with OUK on without a verb, and the sense seems to be
a dis-avowal of something: "It is not that," "I do not mean that,"
"The situation is not such that."
Another recurring pattern involves the predicate adjective 8fjAOV,
with the verb I:cniv to be supplied. Twice 8fjAOV is expressed,' once it
is found in the variant readings. 6 In another passage, to assume that
8fjAOV l:aTiv should be supplied furnishes, in the judgement of some
commentators' and of the present writer, a preferable explanation to
a very difficult problem of interpretation.
'See my article, "Classification of Infinitives: A Statistical Study" GTJ 6 (1985)
4-6.
'John 4:34; 2 Cor 11:10. Lists of all these classifications, together with much other
coded information, has been placed in a Supplemental Manual of Information. It is
available to those interested through their local library by interlibrary loan from the
Morgan Library, Grace Theological Seminary, 200 Seminary Dr., Winona Lake, IN
46590. Similar manuals are available for the other grammatical studies published in
this journal by the same author.
'John 7:22; 2 Cor 1:24; 3:5; Phil 3:12; 4:11,17; 2 Thess 3.9. The NASB in the first
and last of these translates "because", elsewhere they use simply, "Not that ... ".
'I Cor 15:27; GaI3:1!.
6 1 Tim 6:7. Cf. the critical apparatus.
71 John 3:20. Cf. Henry Alford, The Greek Testament (London: Longmans, Green,
and Co., 1894) 477-80.
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SUbject of Impersonal Verbs
Only eight instances occur.' Example: John 11.50 crUI.HpEpEl uJ.llv
tva d~ IiVOpOlllO~ Ull00UVlJ Ult£p TOU Aaou, "it is expedient for you
that one man should die for the people.,,9 Again, the noun clause
takes the place of the impersonal "it" used in English with such verbs,
except that it stands after the verb. In five of these the verb is one
which elsewhere uses an infinitive subject.
Subject of Passive Verbs
There are 37 of these. In every case the clause would be the
object of the verb if it were in the active voice, but becomes subject in
the passive transform. Interestingly, in 21 instances the clause is a
direct or indirect quotation from OT scriptures; 18 of them using
YEypa1tTUl, "it is written that ... " An example not involving the
quoting of scripture is Mark 2: I: T)KOUcrOTJ on EV OlKIfl Emiv. "It was
heard that he was at home."

Noun Clause as Object of Verbs
Again the use of a clause as a substitute for a noun parallels the
use of the infinitive, with the same type of verbs and many of the
same individual verbs showing both constructions. Our classification
of the object clauses will therefore parallel our classification of object
infinitives.
Object of Verbs Taking an Objective Complement
Many verbs are of such a nature that they take another verbal
idea to complete their meaning. Such verbs 1 have dealt with at length
in another place lO and will only briefly touch them here. They commonly use an infinitive as complement, but there are 42 examples in
the NT where a noun clause serves as complement. Example: 1 Cor
14:1 ~TJAOU"tE O£ "tu ltVCllJ.laHKU, J.lUnOV o£ tva ltPO<pTJ"tEUTJ"tL "yet
desire earnestly spiritual gifts, but especially that you may prophesy."
These verbs include those expressing (I) wish or desire (OEAW*
has a noun clause complement 8 times with the verb expressed, 3
times where it is understood from the context); (2) an activity to the
end that something mayor may not be done (~OUAEUW*, crUJ.l~OUA
EUW*, crUJ.l~OUAlOV Aa~Eiv, crUJ.l~OUAlOV ol06vUl 7, ltOlEW 7*, b01J.la~W
3, ayyapEuw 2, and ~anw, Ot(l"tiOEJ.lUl, "tiOTJJ.lt, ~TJA6w*, ~TJ"tEW*, one
'Matt 5:29, 30; 18:6; Mark 4:38; Luke 10:40; 17:2; John 11:50; 16:7.
'Unless otherwise stated, NT translations will be given from NASB.
JO See my article, "Infinitives" GTJ 6, 7.
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each); (3) to permit, allow (u<piTJI.l1*, O(OW/11 one each); (4) ability,
sufficiency (UpKEW, E)(W*, EupiGKW, one each); (5) need or obligation
(o1Ow/11* one); and (6) emotion (uyuAAuiw, one ll ). Those marked
with an asterisk (*) are used elsewhere in the NT with the objective
complement supplied by an infinitive. It is significant that the NASB
uses an infinitive to translate 22 of these 42 noun clauses in the NT.
Object in Direct Discourse
Direct discourse usually stands as a complete unit without needing to he introduced by a subordinate conjunction, therefore the
majority of them lie outside the scope of this study. However, in the
Greek NT there is a tendency to introduce direct discourse by using
the same conjunction as is used for indirect, on. This on recitatuvum
as it is called by grammarians 12 cannot be translated and is the
equivalent of our English quotation mark. The category is included to
call attention to this phenomenon. There are 171 instances so designated, although there is sometimes ambiguity as to whether such a
quote is direct or indirect. An example of this ambiguity is Mark
3:21: EAqov yap on E~EG-rTJ "for they were saying, 'He has lost his
senses. ", It could be understood, "they were saying that he had lost
his senses."
Object in Indirect Discourse
By far the largest category of noun clauses is their use in indirect
discourse, 750 instances. The clause stands as object of a verb of
mental perception or communication and expresses the content or
substance of the thought or of the communication. Again, the classification of this group is patterned after that used with infinitives in
indirect discourse.13

Verbs of Recognizing, Knowing, Understanding. This sub-class
alone accounts for almost half (372) of the whole group. Example:
I John 5.2 EV wu"t(jl YlVWGKO/1EV on uyunWJlEV -ra -rEKVU wu BEaU.
"By this we know that we love the children of God."
The verbs involved, with the number of occurrences and in the
order of frequency, are: orou 156* (+ one where it is to be understood), Y1VWGKW 60*, UKOUW 3, Efoov 28, EmYlVwcrKw 14, ~AEnw 7,
EnicrTU/1Ul 7, UYVOEW 6, /11/1VllcrKW 6, /1VTJ/10VEUW 6*, BEWPEW 6*,
UVUYlVWGKW 5, VOEW 3*, BEUOJlUl 3, <puvEp6w 2, KU-rUAU/1~UVW 2* ,
II Perhaps this should be listed under verbs of wishing and desiring, cf. F. Blass
and A. Debrunner, A Greek Grammar of the New Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, trans. and rev. by Robert Funk (Chicago: Univ. of Chicago, 1961) 199.
"Cf. BDF, Grammar 205, 246- 47.
l3 See my article "Infinitives" GT17 - 9.
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and once each EnEXw , I;~OI-IOAOYEW, YEUO)lat, yvwpil;w, yviiicr1:oV dvat ,
ypuq>w, OpUffi, nUpUAU)l~UVffi, npoE180v, npoYlVwcrKffi, nuv8uvo)lat,
crq>puyil;w, crU)lq>ll)ll, crUVill)ll, UnO)ll)lV1JcrKffi. Those marked with the
asterisk (*) also use the infinitive of indirect discourse, but the noun
clause seems to be preferred with this category of verbs.

Verbs of Thinking, Believing, Feeling. Deciding. 102 noun
clauses belong to this group. Example: Gal 1:6 0uu)lul;ffi on OU1:ffi<;
1:UXEffi<; )lE1:u1:i8£cr8£ uno wi) KUAEcruV1:0<; U)li'i<; ... "I am amazed that
you are so quickly deserting Him who ... "
Verbs using this construction are 11:lcr1:£UW 25*, 80KEW 15* (once
where it is to be understood), nEi8ffi 12*, )lEPl)lVUffi 5, 8wAoyil;0)lat 4,
Aoyil;o)lUl 4*, vO)lil;ffi 4*, 8uu)lul;ffi 4, 1;1l1:Effi 4, EXffi 3*, )ll)lV1JcrKffi 3,
crUVlll)ll 2, and once each, uyuAAlUffi, UVU)ll)lV1JcrKW*, ~OUA£Uffi,
XUiPffi, EtnOV, /;)l~AEnffi, KU1:u)luv8uVffi, KU1:UVOEffi, Kpivffi, )lVll)lOV£Uffi,
OlO)lUl *, nA llpOq>OPEffi, cruAAUAEffi, cru)l~l~ul;ffi, crUV1:i9£)lat, UnOAU)l~UVW. The infinitive is common with these verbs.
Verbs of Hoping, Expecting. There are only six examples in
this category, all involving the same verb, EAnil;ffi. Example: Luke
24:21 T])l£l<; 81: TtAnil;o)l£v on UU1:o<; Ecrnv 0 )lEAAffiV AU1:poi)cr8at 1:0V
'lcrPa11A' "But we were hoping that it was He who was going to
redeem Israel." This verb also uses the infinitive.
Verbs of Indirect Statement. The three previous classes involved
mental activity; the three following involve the communication of
that mental activity. The first group expresses a simple statement of
the content of that activity; in direct discourse it would be a declarative sentence. Example: John 5:36 ... )lUP1:UP£l n£pi E)lOi) on a nu1:Tjp )l£ unEG1:uAKEv. " ... bear witness of Me, that the Father has
sent Me." The idiomatic expression used by Jesus, AEYffi yap U)llV on,
"for 1 say to you" and U)lT]V yap AEYffi U)llV on, "truly 1 say to you"
accounts for 32 of the total 164 so classified.
The verbs used are verbs of saying, speaking, reporting, witnessing, etc.; AEYffi 58, dnov 24, )lUP1:UPEffi 12, £UXUPW1:Effi 7, unuyYEAAffi 6*, 0lTJYEO)lat 5, O)lOAOYEffi 5*, )lUP1:UpO)lat 4*, npoAEYffi 4,
ypUq>ffi 3, UVUYYEAAffi 2, unoKpivo)lat 2*, 8l8acrKffi 2, E)lq>uvil;ffi 2,
/;~llYEO)lat 2, AuAEffi 2, nupu1:i81l)ll 2, once each avucrEiffi, an08dKVU)ll, UPVEO)lat, 8EiKVU)ll, 8W)lUP1:UpO)lUl, £uuyyEAil;ffi, YVffipil;ffi,
KU1:llXEffi, KllpUcrcrffi, )lllVUW , O)lVUffi*, npo£lnov, npoq>ll1:£Uffi, crU)l~l
~Ul;ffi, crU)l)lUP1:UpEffi. The verb is left to be supplied, the context
pointing to q>ll)li (3 times), dnov once, and three times it is uncertain .
Verbs of Indirect Question. Of those clauses introduced by
conjunctions identified in the GRAMCORD schedule as SN (Subordinating Nominal) I found no example where the indirect quote
would have been a question in the direct. However there is another
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group of conjunctions labelled by GRAMCORD as SG (Subordinating Interrogative) which also produce noun clauses. When this
group is included there are at least 14 examples of indirect quotations
which would have been questions if quoted directly.
Verbs introducing these questions are: tJIspro"taro 5*, and one
each bEO~at *, dllov, Epro"taro*, AEYro*, llpocrbEXO~at, lluvOavo~at,
Oau~a1;ro.

Verbs of Indirect Command or Entreaty In these the noun
clause expresses the content of the command or request. In direct
discourse they would probably be in the imperative mood. Here they
become potential clauses, usually with tva or 01lro<; and the subjunctive mood. They are appeals to the will. Example of a command:
Mark 7:36 blw"tdAaw au"tot<; iva ~TJbEVi AEYroCllV "He gave them
orders not to tell anyone." Example of an entreaty: John 17:15 OlJK
Epro"tW tva aplJ<; au"tou<; EK "toG K6cr~ou UAA' tva "tTJPTlcrlJ<; au"touc; EK
wG 1l0vTJPoii. "I do not ask Thee to take them out of the world, but
to keep them from the evil one."
Arbitrarily I have divided them into two groups, commands and
entreaties. The basis for the division is two-fold: (I) the meaning of
the verb used to introduce them; verbs speaking of commanding
introduce commands, verbs speaking of asking, pleading, etc., introduce entreaties; (2) where this distinction is not explicit the context is
made to decide. Obviously there are instances of uncertainty.
Verbs of commanding followed by noun object clauses are: dlloV
6*, E1lln~aro 6, blUcr"tEAAro 4, AEyro 3*, ~AElIro 3, ypaq>ro 2*, and one
each, UKOUro, UllaYYEAAro, 6lU~ap'tupo~at*, f:V'tEAAO~at*, E~OPKi1;ro,
KTJpUcrcrro*, Aa~Eiv EV"tOATlV, lIatbsuro*, lIapaYYEAAro, ll1l06EiKvu~1,
and two instances where the verb is not expressed; The total is 35.
Verbs of entreaty found with this construction are: lIapaKaAEro
20*, Epro'taro 14*, llpocrSUXO~Ul 10* (+ 3 where it is probably to be
supplied), bEO~at 6, Ka~mro 'til y6va'ta 3, ahEro 1*, and another
where the word to be supplied is uncertain; total, 57.
Object of Verbs of Fearing, Apprehension
After some verbs which express fear or warning the cause of the
apprehension is expressed by a noun clause. Example: Matt 24:4
~AEllE"tE ~Tl n<; u~ii<; llAUVTlcrlJ "See to it that no one misleads you."
31 instances are so classified. They involve the verbs, ~AElIro II,
q>O~Ero 10, E1llcrKom;ro 3, oparo 2, crKOllEro 2, llPOcrEXro I; twice the
verb is left to be understood.
Object of Other Verbs
Three noun clauses involving the verb EXro have been grouped
simply as direct object of that verb. In each case a simple noun object
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could easily be substituted for the noun clause. For example: Luke
9:58 b 8i; uio~ rou UvSPOl1l0U aUK €X€lrrOU TT]V KEq>aAT]V KAivlJ. "The
Son of Man has nowhere [i.e., no place] to lay His head." This of
course sacrifices the dramatic force of the indirect interrogative rrou,
which points to some such meaning as "He does not have a place
where an answer can be found to the question, 'Where shall I lay my
head?''' The other two are similar (Matt 8:20; Luke 12:17).

Noun Clause as Epexegetic of or in Apposition
to Another Substantive
To a noun
Very often the noun clause stands as an explanation of or in
apposition to a noun, 70 instances. Example: Matt 18:14 O(hOl~ aUK
Ecrnv StATJI.W EJ.lrrpocrSEv rou rraTpo~ UJ.lrov rou EV oupavot~ tva
UrrOATJTat EV TroV J.llKp&V roUTOlV. "Thus it is not the will of your
Father who is in heaven that one of these little ones perish." A great
variety of nouns (37 by count) have such amplifying clauses. 13 of
them also are used with an epexegetic infinitive, and six more are
cognate with words which use this infinitive.
To an adjective
This construction is less common with adjectives, only 10 instances. Example: John 1:27 ou OUK ElJ.ll Eyffi ii~lO~ tva AUcrOl aurou TOV
iJ.lUVTa lOU \l1l08ftJ.laro~. "the thong of whose sandal I am not worthy
to untie." Again four of the ten also use an epexegetic infinitive.
To a pronoun
Most frequently the noun clause stands in apposition to a pronoun, usually a demonstrative (59 times), sometimes a relative (9
times) or an interrogative (8 times). But since a pronoun refers back
to an antecedent, it follows that the appositional clause also represents the antecedent noun. Thus these clauses in effect have a double
identity; in structure they stand in explanation of or in apposition to
the pronoun, in function they represent that part of the sentence
occupied by the antecedent.
In this secondary sense these clauses function like the various
classes of noun clauses already described. Some (18) are explanatory
of a noun present in the sentence. Example: John 15: 12 AU1TJ Emlv r,
EVTOAT] r, EJ.lft, tva uyarriilE UA.A.ftAOU~, "This is My commandment,
that you love one another." Sometimes the antecedent of the pronoun
is left to be supplied from the context. Example: Luke 1:43 rroSEv J.lOl
roUTO tva ~ASlJ r, J.lTJTTJP TaU Kupiou J.lou 1tpO~ tJ.lE; "how has it
happened to me, that the mother of my Lord should come to me?"
(the antecedent ofTouro is left to be supplied-"this event", "this that
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is happening"; the noun clause supplies a description of what that
event was). In five instances the demonstrative is in a phrase which by
context expresses purpose and the noun clause states the content of
that purpose. Example: Col 4:8 OV EJtqllVa JtPo~ u~fi~ d~ alJ1:o wu,o,
tva yvii'm: ,a Jtspi f]~&v Kai ... "For I have sent him to you for this
very purpose, that you may know about our circumstances and ... "
By these secondary identifications, there are 6 instances where these
clauses might be considered also as subject of the copulative verb.
The same verbs which we have already seen may take a noun
clause as. object may also use an intervening pronoun, the pronoun
being the object and the noun clause in apposition to it explaining its
content. Example: Rom 6:6 wuw YlvfficrKOV'E~ on 6 JtaAatO~ f]~&v
iiv8p{J)reo~ cruvw,aupffi811 ... , "knowing this, that our old self was
crucified with Him ... " 29 of them are with verbs taking indirect
discourse, and one with a verb of fearing. 14
Noun clauses in apposition with relative and interrogative pronouns show a similar doubling of the construction. Example: I Cor
11:23 'Eyffi yap reap£Aa~ov areo wu KUP10U, 0 Kat reapEO{J)KU u~iv, on
6 KUpLO~ 'Illcrou~ ... "For I received from the Lord that which I also
delivered to you, that the Lord Jesus ... " The noun clause is explanatory of the relative clause introduced by 0 which is the object of
the verb reap£Aa~ov, but it also gives the content of that which was
delivered; there are not two objects of the verb, but one. It is described by two statements, the relative clause identifies it and the
noun clause gives its contents.
Another recurring pattern is the expression ,1 on;l5 The interrogative pronoun ,1 introduces a question and the noun clause with on
states what the question consists of. The expression is much compressed; the antecedent of ,i must be supplied by the sense of the
context, also the verb £<J"Civ is probably to be understood. The full
statement would probably be "For what reason is it that ... ?" or
"Why is it that ... ?" or simply "Why ... ?"
CLAUSE STRUCTURE

The conjunctions used in noun clauses and the mood of the verbs
appearing in them is considered next. Remember that we are not in this
study dealing with all noun clauses, but only those introduced by
conjunctions. There are 1220 of these in the NT.
'41n indirect discourse. with verbs of knowing: Matt 24:43; Luke 10:11; 12:39;
Rom 6:6; Eph 5:5; I Tim 1:9; 2 Tim 1:15; 3:1; 2 Pet 1:20; I John 3:16,19; with verbs of
thinking: Mark 4:41; Luke 10:20 (twice); John 16:19; I Cor 7:26; 2 Cor 5:14; 10:7. II;
Phil 1:6; 2 Pet 3:3; 5, 8; with verbs of saying: I Cor 1:12; 15:50; I Thess 4:15; with verbs
of commanding and entreaty: John 15:17; Phil 1:9; with verbs of fearing: 2 Cor 8:20.
"Luke 2:49; John 14:22; Acts 5:4, 9; Phil 1:18; Heb 2:6 (twice).
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"On With Noun Clauses (855)
The most frequently used conjunction with noun clauses is on.
Such clauses are found as subject, as object, and as epexegetic, and in
almost every sub-classification of these outlined in the preceding part
of this article.
"On Introducing Direct Discourse
This group has been described above. The direct discourse is a
subordinate clause within the main sentence. The on actually is not
needed and most often is not used. When it is used it serves to
introduce a noun clause which consists of the direct discourse. It is
different, however, from other on clauses, in that the on does not
govern the verb of the clause. The direct discourse has its own verb
relationships; it can be in any mood, and the on has no effect
whatever on it. 20% or 168 of the 855 occurrences of the conjunction
on in noun clauses belong here.
"On with the Indicative Mood
"On almost always governs a verb in the indicative mood. Of the
remaining 687 places where on introduces a noun clause there are
only three exceptions!6 and even these are only apparent exceptions,
not real (see next paragraph). There are 34 places where the on
clause has no verb expressed, it is left to be supplied from the sense
or the context. In each instance the verb supplied would be indicative.
"On with the Subjunctive Mood
There are three instances where the verb is sUbjunctive in a
clause introduced by on.!? Each of these is an example of the "emphatic negation" construction, OU 1lT] with the subjunctive,!8 a construction which can stand anywhere an indicative can and is the
equivalent of an indicative.
"Iva With Noun Clauses (194)
Second in order of frequency of noun clauses are those introduced by tva. Again they are included in almost all of the classes
already discussed, though not as widely as on. When Iva is found in
J6 While this statement is dealing with on in noun clauses,
clauses (on = because). the subject of a later study.

it also is true with causal

17Matt 5:20; John 11:56; I Thess 4:15.
18 For a discussion of this construction, its meaning and its structure, see my
article, "The Classification of Subjunctives: A Statistical Study" GTJ7 (1986) 6.
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a noun clause it of course is not to be translated "in order that" (its
most familiar translation as a final clause), but rather, simply "that",
or frequently by an infinitive.
"Iva with the Subjunctive Mood
The normal mood in a Iva clause is subjunctive and the noun
clauses with iva follow that rule, 187 times out of 194 or 96%.
"Iva with the Future Indicative
The ambivalence between future indicative and aorist sUbjunctive
has been examined in considerable detail elsewhere. 19 All examples of
Iva with the indicative in noun clauses are futures, and interestingly
all are in the book of Revelation, a book with displays a great variety
of unusual grammatical features. If, as we have attempted to demonstrate in the earlier study, there is no distinction in meaning between
the two constructions, then these seven future indicatives with iva are
simply variant forms of the subjunctive.
rriii~

With Noun Clauses (37)

rriii~

with the Indicative Mood

rriii~ in noun clauses is almost limited to indirect discourse after
verbs of knowing, thinking, saying, etc. Since lliii~ is an interrogative
the original which is being stated indirectly is always a question,
asking "How?" It normally uses the indicative mood, and 26 of the 37
NT examples are indicative.
rriii~

with the Subjunctive Mood

In II instances lliii~ is followed by a subjunctive verb. The reason
is quickly obvious; in every case the question being indirectly quoted
was originally a deliberative question, already a subjunctive.

MTJ and MTJllo"ts With Noun Clauses (34)
In final clauses flTJ often represents tva flTJ, the negative of tva,
but in noun clauses there is no tva flTJ. The conjunctions flTJ and
flTJ1l0"tS are most commonly (31 out of 34) found introducing the
object of a verb expressing fear, warning, or apprehension, in the
sense "lest, that not," with the indefinite 1l0"t£ adding a sense of
uncertainty, "lest perhaps." One of the other three (2 Cor 8:20) also
secondarily belongs to the same category, although structurally it is
"See my article, "Subjunctives" GTJ7 (1986) 16-19.
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listed as epexegetic of a pronoun that stands as the object of such a
verb.
The other two (Luke 3:15; 2 Tim 2:25) are objects in indirect
discourse where the direct would be a question.
MfI,

~fI1l01:E

with the sUbjunctive mood

The normal mood expected would be sUbjunctive as indicated by
the potential quality of the construction; the count is 25, plus 3 where
the verb is unexpressed and presumably would have been subjunctive.
MfI,

~fI1l01:E

with the indicative mood

Three of the five indicatives are future and should be considered
as equal to a subjunctive. Two are seemingly irregular or unusual and
we look for some reason. Perhaps they are representing something
actual rather than potential. Luke II :35, cr1com:t oOv ~il ,0 q>ii\~ ,0 tv
aOI aKo,o~ ta,iv. "Then watch out that the light in you may not be
darkness." may by the indicative be implying that, in the case under
consideration (namely, that the eye is bad), the light in them is
actually darkness. In Gal 4: II, q>o~ou~at u~a~ ~fI llW~ ElKfj KEKOlliaKa EI~ u~a~, "I fear for you, that perhaps I have labored over you in
vain," certainly the apprehension has to do, not with what might
happen, but what already has happened.
MfIl101:E with the optative mood
Luke 3: I 5 is the only example: Kal litaAoyt~o~Evwv mlv1:wv tv
mJ1:ii\v llEpl wu 'Iwuvvou, ~fI1l0'E aOto~ d" 6 XPta1:0~,
"and all were wondering in their hearts about John, as to whether he
might be the Christ." Again, the verb would already have been
optative in the direct question and normally retains its mood when
quoted indirectly.
1:ai~ Kap1iiat~

Ei With Noun Clauses (33)
Ei with the Indicative Mood
Like 1lii\~, Ei is an interrogative word. When it introduces a noun
clause that clause is always an original question now being quoted. In
at least two instances20 there is doubt whether they should be considered as direct or indirect quotations; N ASB translates them as
direct quotes, with quotation marks. If they are direct then the
conjunction EI is functioning like the on recitatuvum. If they are
"Acts 7:1; 19:2.
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indirect the si becomes "whether," or even "if" since English permits
the word "if" to be used sometimes in that sense.
Almost always the mood in the noun clause is indicative, 30
times.
Ei with the Subjunctive Mood

One example shows a sUbjunctive verb, Phil 3:12: O!roKW 06 si
Kat Ka"tUM~w ... "if I may even lay hold ... " (NASB margin). This

admittedly is a difficult sentence to translate, but it seems clear that
the question being indirectly quoted was originally a deliberative
question (note the first person), thus the subjunctive simply carries
through to the quote.
Ei with the Optative Mood

Two passages have optative verbs after d in indirect questions,
Acts 17:11 and 25:20. 21 The potential quality is clear in both passages
and the optative should be considered as belonging to the original
question, not to the conjunction d.
[lou With Noun Clauses (18)
[lou with the Indicative Mood
[lou is another interrogative word pointing to an original question being indirectly quoted. When it represents a simple question the
mood is indicative, 13 times.
[lou with the Subjunctive Mood
The three examples all involve the verb EXW in a very compressed
statement; Matt 8:20 (cf. also Luke 9:58; 12: 17) 6 06 uio~ ,ou av8proTWU OUK EXE! nou 1:11V KEq>aA1']v KAivlJ. "The Son of Man has nowhere
to lay His head." The original question was "Where shall I lay my
head?"-a deliberative question expressed in Greek by the subjunctive mood and thus is retained in the indirect discourse. "Exw here
may be expanded in sense to "have [the answer to the question]:
"Where shall I sleep?"
' n~

With Noun Clauses (16)

These occur with verbs of mental perception, expressing the
object by using "how" instead of "that". Example: Luke 24:35 Kai
autoi l:~llYOUV1:0 ... w~ Byvrocr811 au,oi~ BV ,fj KAUcrE! ,ou ap'ou.
21 For a rather full treatment of the optative mood and its use in indirect questions,
see my article, "The Classification of Optatives: A Statistical Study" GTJ9 (1988) 134.
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"And they began to relate ... how He was recognized by them in the
breaking of bread." The "how" is not interrogative (as if answering a
question "in what manner?") but descriptive. All are indirect discourse, although five of them are listed as epexegetic since they stand
in apposition to another word which is the grammatical object.
All of the 16 examples use the indicative mood.
·O!l(Jl(; With Noun Clauses (15)
·O!l(Jl~ like Iva is more often final, but like Iva it can serve with a
noun clause. 22 In the NT it usually is used with verbs of asking and
deciding, never with verbs of commanding.
·On(j)~

with the Subjunctive Mood

In every instance except one the mood is subjunctive, as is
normal with this conjunction and often is appropriate with verbs of
asking.
·On(j)~

with the Indicative Mood

In one example the mood is indicative, where unquestionably the
content of the clause is actual, historical, and in no sense potential;
Luke 24:20. The clause introduced by on(j)~ is in answer to the
question noia; (v. 19), which itself is governed by OUK EYV(j)~ (v. 18).
n6Sev With Noun Clauses (12)
n6S€v is an interrogative and in each instance it is an indirect
quote of a question. The mood is indicative.
n61€ With Noun Clauses (4)
The interrogative n61€ occurs only four times in noun clauses;
each is an indirect question, in indirect discourse. Three have an
indicative verb. The other, Luke 12:36 is an indirect question, but the
clause does not appear to be object; rather it seems to depend on
some implied verb. The mood is subjunctive; Robertson calls it an
indirect deliberative question.23
KaB6J~

With Noun Clause (2)

Only two are found (Acts 15:14 and 3 John 3), objects in indirect
discourse with the sense of "how", cf. w~ and ·on(j)~. The mood is
indicative.
22"More and more replacing the inf. after verbs of asking that" BAG 580.
23 A. T. Robertson, A Grammar of the Greek New Testament in the Light of

Historical Research (Nashville: Broadman, 1934) 1044.
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OTHER NOMINAL STRUCTURES

It may be helpful to conclude this consideration of subordinate
conjunctive noun clauses by a brief review of other structures which
are used in place of nouns. The nominal relative clauses, already
mentioned, have been treated at length in the preceding article in this
.
2'
senes.
Another group of noun clauses not included within the scope of
this paper needs to be brought to attention here; those introduced by
interrogative pronouns, ti~ and 1tocro~. Most are direct questions and
main clauses, but about 116 out of a total of 540 are quoted indirectly
and are thus subordinate noun clauses, though not introduced by a
subordinating conjunction.
One of the commonest substitutes for a noun is a substantival
participle, usually with the article, occasionally without it. Technically this is not a "clause" since it contains no finite verb. But it has a
verbal sense in the participle, it identifies the "doer" of the action
involved in that verbal sense, it can take direct or indirect objects like
any other verb form, as well as adverbial modifiers. In English almost
the only way it can be translated in most cases is by a noun or a
nominal relative clause. These have been dealt with in a previous
article in this series. 25
Another similar structure which functions as a noun is the infinitive "clause". Again, it is not technically a clause but it relates to it
much as the participle does; with "subject", verbal action, objects,
and modifiers. It serves as subject of a sentence, as object, as complement. It sometimes takes the place of clauses, as in indirect discourse. In fact, almost every type of noun function seen in noun
clauses has its parallel and pattern in infinitive structures. These too
have been studied in depth in a previous article in this series.26
Much less frequent but characteristically Greek is the structure
which places the article 'to before a clause, with the effect that the
clause becomes a noun. This "substantivizing" use of the article is
more familiar when it is used with adjectives and participles, also with
adverbs (e.g., U1tO toG vGv), with prepositional phrases (e.g., ta 1tEpi
liJ.liiiv), with genitive phrases (e.g., Ot tOU XptcrtoG), even with verbs
(e.g., to UVE~T); Eph 4:7).
The same construction occurs occasionally with whole clauses.
Among the clauses included in the present study four of those intro24Please see footnote #1.

"See my article, "The Classification of Participles: A Statistical Study" GTJ 5
(1984) 165-67.
"See my article, "The Classification of Infinitives: A Statistical Study" GTJ 6
(1985) 4-10.
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duced by lliii<; have this article preceding. 27 Six of the noun clauses
introduced by an interrogative pronoun show it.
But especially is this noun-making effect of the article worth
noting in some passages where whole sentences, or even groups of
words which are not even a clause, are, as it were, put in quote marks
and treated as a single word by an article preceding. Examples: Rom
13:9 'to yap OU J.lOlX!:UG!:l<;, ou (jlOV£UG!:l<;, OU KA,tll'!:l<;, OUK i:m8uJ.li]G!:l<; KUt d n<; htpu i:v'tOA,TJ, i:v 'tiii A,0YQJ 'tOUTQJ UVUK!:q>UA,UWUTUl, EV
'tiii uYUllTJasl<; 'tov llA,l]Giov GOU 00<; GSuu'tov "For this, 'You shall not
commit adultery, You shall not murder, You shall not steal, You
shall not covet,' and if there is any other commandment, it is summed
up in this saying, 'You shall love your neighbor as yourself." (cf. also,
Matt 19:18; Gal 5:14). In Mark 9:23 the article TO before d IiUvlJ
(quoted from the lips of the supplicant) calls attention to the element
of doubt it reflects, as if to say "Watch out for that expression "If you
can." In I Cor 4:6 Paul takes an incomplete clause (there is no verb,
but one is implied by the J.lTJ) and by putting an article before it
makes it a policy-setting principal which he admonishes the Corinthians to learn, the "not-beyond-what-is-written" rule.
27

Luke 22:2, 4; Acts 4:21; 1 Thess 4: 1.

